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Ab tract 
Reber and Kotovsky ( 1997) claimed that even though learning to solve the 
Balls and Boxe puzzle i implicit. it is slowed by a secondary task, thus suggesting 
II 
that implicit learning requires attentional capacity. In the pre ent sllldy, this suggestion 
and the degree to which implicit learning can be attributed to age-correlated changes 
were tested by comparing individuals differing in test-defined working memory (WM) 
capacity. Retrospective verbal report , a move-selection test. and Trial 2 performance 
data all indicated that participants were unaware of their knowledge of the puzzle. 
suggesting implicit learning. However, speak- ·pan scores did not correlate with 
performance measures on either the learning or transfer trial. It appears that in the 
absence of a econdary task, WM capacity did not affect learning or tran fer in the 
Balls and Boxes puzzle. Moreover, inconsistent with Reber's ( 1992, 1993) 
age-independent assumption, ubstantial developmental changes on performance were 
found when the children in the present study were compared to the adults in Reber and 
Kotov ky's ( 1997) study. 
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The Balls and Boxes Puzzle 
Introduction 
In everyday life, we often solve problems and make decision following rules that 
we can state. When using a recipe, we can describe what we are doing and how we are 
doing it. Learning of this kind, that can be articulated or demonstrat d on demand, is 
referred to as explici t learning (Berry & Dienes, 1993; Cleeremans, 1993; Kirkhart, 
200 I). However, a good deal of our knowledge and kill are not describable. For 
example, mo tofus understand and produce grammatica l utterance in our native 
language without being ab le to articulate the rule we are following. on-articulated 
learning of this kind, that can take place in an inc idental manner, is referred to as 
implic it learning (Reber, 1989). It can be characte rized by behavioral sensit ivi ty to the 
structure of the environment and lack of awareness of this sensitivity (e.g., Berry, 
1997; Be rry & Die nes, 1993; Cleeremans, 1993, 1997; Frensch & RUnger, 2003; 
Kirkhart, 200 I ; Reber, 1993). Although it seems clear that implicit learning needs to 
be contras ted with learning that is not implic it, defining and operational izing implicit 
learning rema ins a challenge (Frensch, 1998). 
In this paper, the effects of working memory capacity and age on implicit learning 
are assessed. It is usually assumed that implicit learning is re ource free (Nissen & 
Bullemer, 1987), therefore, the rate of imp I icit learning should not depend on either 
working memory capac ity or age. In the remainde r of this paper, the rela tionships 
among working memory, age, and implicit learning are reviewed. A rationale for 
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employing the Ball and Boxes puzzle, a problem-solving task used to study implicit 
learning in the pre ent experiment, is then provided. The experimental details fo llow. 
Imp I icit learning has been studied in a variety of task including covariation 
learning (Mu en & Squire, 1993 ), arti ficial grammar (Reber, 1989), equential 
reaction time (SRT) (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987), and problem- olvi ng (Balls and 
Boxes Puzzle, Reber & Kotovsky, 1997; Tower of Hanoi, Zanga, Richard, & Tijus, 
2004). Whether learning in the e tasks operates without conscious knowledge has 
been questioned (Perruchet, Chambaron, & Ferrei-Chapus, 2003; Shank & St. John, 
1994). Shanks and St. John ( 1994) introduced two criteria to ascertain whether 
implicit learning had been established: (a) the information criterion, the information 
assessed by awareness tests must be imilar to the information re ponsible for 
performance change ; and (b) the ensitivity criterion, the awarenes te ts must be 
sen itive to relevant conscious knowledge. 
Attention. Working Memory and Implicit Leaming 
Working memory is defined as "a system of processes and store u ed to maintain 
information during processing" (p.34 1, Hambrick & Engle, 2002) or "a 
resource-limited processing con truct for executing the computations necessary to 
execute problem-solving behavior" (p. l95, Reber & Kotovsky. 1997). The 
relationship between attention and working memory play a central role in many 
cognitive theorie . There is a con en u that working memory is of limited capacity 
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(Oberauer, 2005), attention is a prerequisite to memory acquis ition (Nissen & 
Bullemer, 1987), and the ability to control attention is an important function of 
working memory (Barrett, Tugade, & Engle, 2004; Bleckley, Durso, Crutchfield, 
Engle, & Khanna, 2003; Conway, Kane, Buting, Hambrick, Wilhe lm, & Engle, 2005). 
Working memory has been investigated in two ways: by comparing ind ividua ls 
who differ in test-defined working memory capacity or by experimentally varying 
working memory load in a primary or in a secondary task. Evidence clarifying the 
re lationship between working memory capacity, working memory load, and cognitive 
pe rformance has been accumulated following the seminal work of Badde ley and Hitch 
( 1974, cited in Conway & Engle, 1996). In general, in difficult tasks, if working 
memory is resource- limited, explic it learning rate hould correlate positively with 
memory capacity and negative ly with memory load. Since implicit learn ing, unlike 
explicit learning, is assumed to proceed without making any demands on attentional 
resources (Berry & Dienes, 1993; Reber, 1993), this type of learning should be 
unrelated to both working memory capacity and memory load. 
Several investigators have manipulated memory load in implici t learning tasks 
us ing college students as partic ipants (e.g., Cohen, lvry & Keele, 1990; i sen & 
Bullemer, 1987; Reber & Kotovsky, 1997). A secondary task, typically tone-counting, 
was used to increase memory load. Surprisingly, negative correlations between 
increased memory load and learning rate were found in most reports (e.g., Nis ·en & 
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Bullemer, 1987; Reber & Kotovsky, 1997; Shanks & Channon, 2002). Since the 
relationship between working memory capacity and implicit learning not been 
investigated, this was the focus in the current study. 
The sequential reaction time (S RT) task is used to investigate implicit learning. In 
this task (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987), an asterisk appears at one of four horizontally 
arranged locations on a display. Participants are instructed to press the key located 
below the activated asterisk as quickly as possible. Following a correct button press, 
the asterisk is extinguished and a new asterisk appears at another location. The 
sequence in which the asterisks appear is varied across participants. In the repeating 
condition, the sequence is fixed. In the random condition, the location of the stimulus 
on each trial is quasi-randomly determined with the constraint that a position can not 
repeat on successive trials. Participants usually are not informed of sequence type. 
Three criteria are indicators of implicit learning: (a) reaction times decline reliably 
faster with the repeating sequence than with the random sequence during training; (b) 
reaction times increase significantly when the repeating sequence is replaced by a 
random sequence; and (c) partic ipants appear to be unaware of the repeating sequence 
following training (N issen & Bullemer, 1987). 
Nissen and Bullemer ( 1987) presented four continuous blocks, each containing I 0 
repetitions of a I 0-trial sequence (i.e., 423 132432 1, designating the fou r locations as 
I, 2, 3, and 4 from left to right) in the repeating condition. The end of one I 0-trial 
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sequence and beginning of the next was not marked in any way. Nissen and Bullemer 
( 1987) tested three groups of participants: the s ingle-repeating group, the 
dual-repeating group, and the dual-random group. The single-repeating group did not 
experience a secondary task while the other two groups performed the SRT task and 
a tone-counting task simultaneously. A high-pitched or low-pitched tone was emitted 
during the intervals between asterisk offset and onset. Participant were required to 
maintain an accurate running count of the number of low tones and to report the 
count at the end of each block. Nissen and Bullemer ( 1987) found s lower responses 
in the dual-task conditions than in the single-repeating condition. Furthermore, 
comparable decreases in the response times of the dual-repeating and dual-random 
groups were obtained across Blocks 1-4. Thus, the improvement demonstrated by the 
dual-repeating group reflected dual-task practice rather than sequence learning. 
After four training blocks, sequential knowledge was assessed using a 
si ngle-generation task (without a secondary task) for two blocks of I 00 trials. On each 
trial , an asteri sk appeared at one of four locations in the sequence used in the repeating 
conditions. Participants were instructed to press the key corresponding to the location 
in which they thought the next asterisk would appear and were informed that accuracy 
rather than speed was of intere t. Transfer from the training to the generation task was 
apparent in the data of the single-task, but not the dual-task, tra ining groups. Therefore, 
learning did not occur if a secondary task was added during training. 
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In a second experiment, Nissen and Bulle mer ( 1987) further investigated whether 
participants learn a repeating seque nce under dual-task conditions by a ·sess ing 
transfer using a ingle task. Two group experienced four tra ining blocks of a 
repeating sequence under the dual -repeating condition. On the si ng le-task transfer 
blocks, one of the groups was presented the same repeating sequence, and the other 
group was presented a quasi-random sequence. The mean late ncies and the mean 
accuracy aero s the I 0-trial sets in Block 5 for these two group were comparable. 
Nissen and Bullemer ( 1987) concluded that the tone-counting ta ·k reduced the amount 
of WM capacity that was avai lab le for performing the SRT task. Since sequence 
learning was obtained in the single-repeating condition, but not the dual-repeating 
condition, it appears that leaming is depende nt on WM capacity . 
Cohen, lvry and Keele ( 1990) a es ed dual-task SRT perfo rmance using unique, 
ambiguous, and hybrid sequences. The unique sequences invo lved five s ignal 
pos itions, none of which was repeated, with the stimulus locatio n on one trial 
predicting the timulu location on the next trial. Four different ver ions were used 
(i.e., 12354, 13425, 14532, or 15243) in blocks of I 00 trials with 20 cycles per block. 
An ambiguous eque nce was one in which the location on trial D. did not uniquely 
determine the location on trial n+ I . Using three locations, the constraint o f no unique 
association mandated that the sequence must conta in at least s ix e lements. Three 
ambiguous sequences were used: 123 132, 123213, or 132312. The hybrid sequ nee 
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(e.g., 1423 12) had two unique assoc iations (position 4 is followed only by pos ition 2, 
and pos itio n 3 is fo llowed only by position I) and two ambiguous assoc iations (23 and 
2 1; 14 and 12). Six vers ions were used: 123243, 123 134, 143 132, 1423 12, 1324 12, 
and 4232 13. Each ambiguous and hybrid equence cycled 20 times in 120-tria l block . 
Fo urteen blocks of I 00- or 120-trials were presented to partic ipants consisted of two 
practice blocks with random sequences, e ight tra in ing blocks with one of the three 
fi xed sequences, two more random blocks, and two fi nal fixed blocks with the tra ining 
sequence. A secondary tone-counting task was presented concurrently in both the 
practice and training phases. A ll partic ipants were required to count the number o f 
high-pitched tones, ignoring the low-pitched ones, and report the number as accurate ly 
as possible at the end o f each block. Following the 14 blocks, part ic ipants performed a 
single-generation task (without a secondary task). 
Cohen et al. ( 1990) found that both unique and hybrid sequences could be learned 
in the presence o f the tone-counting task. Reaction times decreased with practice, 
increased about 90 ms when a random sequence was presented, and rebounded on the 
shi ft back to the repeating sequence. By contrast, the tone-counting task interfered 
w ith learning of the ambig uous sequences. The effects of changing from repeating 
sequence to random and back was not significant (about 20 ms). None of the groups 
appeared to be aware o f the repeating sequence on the generation task. In a second 
experiment, Cohe n et a l. ( 1990) asses ed the abili ty of the ambiguous group to learn 
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the sequence under single-task condition. Reaction times increa ed about 80 ms with 
the switch from the repeating sequence to a random equence; the shift back to the 
repeating sequence produced an improvement of I 00 ms. The difference between 
reaction times on random b locks and the average reaction time on the pre-shift and 
post-shift block was s ignificant (p <.0 I ). Thus, ambiguous sequence were learned 
only in the s ingle-task condition (Cohen et al. , 1990). 
Cohen et al. ( 1990) confounded equence length , block length , and number of 
responses with equence types. Fir t, sequences lengths were different aero s the three 
sequence types: five for the unique sequence and six for the others. Neither of the 
sequence lengths was comparable to the I 0-trial sequence used by Nis en and 
Bullemer ( 1987). Second, all sequences cycled 20 times; however, due to the different 
sequence lengths, the block length also differed with I 00 trials per block for unique 
sequences and 120 trials for the other two sequences. Third, the number of response 
alternatives was not equal. The unique g roup experienced a five-position task ; four 
po itions wer used with the hybrid group, and three with the ambiguous group. Any 
of the e confounds might have produced ohen et al. 's result . 
Ni sen and Bullemer (1987) argued that tone-counting affected implic it equence 
learning by reducing the amount of attention available while Cohen e t al. ( 1990) found 
the interfe rence effect only with ambiguous sequences. In contrast, Frcnsch, Lin, and 
Buchner ( 1998) argued that the secondary task affects concurrent performance rather 
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than learning. They conducted four experiments to test the ir hypothes is. In 
Expe riments I a and I b, s ix different repeating 9-tria l hybrid sequences (e.g., 
13564 1625) were presented. Participants experienced di fferent combinations of 
s ingle-task (ST) and dual-task ( DT) tra ining across seven blocks. The repeating 
sequence was replaced by random sequences on Blocks 8 and 9. fo llowed by the 
original repeating sequence on Blocks 10 and II . When participants had completed 
Block II , a recognition test conta ining 72 sequences of varying lengths (i.e., 3 to 7 
items) was presented. Half of these sequences had appeared in the tra ining phase. 
Participants were asked to judge whethe r they had seen the patterns during training. 
In Experiment I a, partic ipants were trained first under DT and econd under ST 
conditions. In the 2-DT/5-ST (4-DT/3-ST, 6-DT/1 -ST) condi tion, 2 (4, 6) dual-ta k 
blocks of tri a ls we re fo llowed by 5 (3, I) ingle-task blocks of tria ls. In Blocks 8 and 9, 
random sequences were presented unde r ST conditio ns. After e liminating the explic it 
learners, whose recognition scores were greater than or equa l to 90%, a ll the imp I icit 
learners improved the ir pe rformance ac ross the trai ning blocks. However, it was not 
c lear whethe r partic ipants obta ined kno wledge about sequentia l assoc iations, learned 
to process two tasks imultaneously, or bo th. 
In Experiment I b, DT and ST trial blocks were exchanged: 2-ST/5-DT, 
4-ST/3-DT, and 6-ST/1 -DT. In Blocks 8 and 9, random sequences were presented 
under DT conditio ns. After e liminating the explic it learners, Frensch, e t al. ( 1998) 
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showed that pe rformance reached asymptote on the first ST block. When a secondary 
task was added , pe rformance de teriorated at firs t, then improved across blocks, but 
never to the level as in any the ST block. Therefore, during DT tra ining, partic ipants 
mainly learned how to process the two tasks simultaneously. 
In Experiment 2a, French e t a l. ( 1998) u ed Cohen et al. ' s ( 1990) 6-trial, 
4-position ambiguous sequences; whereas in Ex pe riment 2b, they presented 
partic ipants with 6-trial, 6-position unique sequences. French et a l. ( 1998) confo unded 
tra ining and transfer conditions such that partic ipants who experienced ST training 
were tested under ST conditions first and DT conditions second, whereas those who 
expe rienced DT tra ining were tested under DT conditions fi rst and ST conditions 
second. It appeared that the groups tra ined unde r ST conditions learned the ambiguou 
sequences a lthough they were more diff icult to learn than were the unique sequences. 
However, learning was masked by the test conditions because partic ipants obta ined 
higher learning scores when tested unde r ST conditions. 
Four features of Frensch et al. ' s methodology in Experiment I a and I b might 
have reduced or masked the effects of a secondary task on implic it SRT learning. First, 
Frensch et al. gave a ll of the ir g roups both s ingle- and dual-task training in a 
within-subject des ign rather than g iving one group only s ing le-task tra ining and 
another g roup only dual-task training in a between-subject design . Experienc ing 
dual-task tra ining might have interfered with subsequent single-task learning. Second, 
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the training conditions o f the most ex tre me groups (i.e., 2-DT/5-ST vs. 6-DT/1-ST) 
di ffered in only four blocks of tria ls. Third, rather than us ing the common criterion of 
I 0% (e.g., Cohen et a l. , 1990), Frensch et al. ( 1998) inc luded the data of a ll 
partic ipants whose average tone-counti ng error on the dual-task training blocks were 
less than 20%. Thus, some of the included partic ipants might have attended minimally 
to the secondary task. Fourth, some of the tra ining sequences (e.g., 13564 1625) 
conta ined no reversal (e.g., 12 1) whereas the random sequence presented in the 
e ighth and ninth blocks did. If partic ipants learned that tra ining sequences contai ned 
no reversals, and thus, knew that the target would no t appear in the two preceding 
locations, then the reaction time would be expected to be partic ularly s low o n trials 
conta ining reversals in the quas i-random blocks. Hence, the transfer scores Frensch et 
al. obta ined may have been inflated across all conditions. 
Chang ing some o f the methodological features, Shanks and C han non (2002) 
conducted two experiments to investigate Frensch et al. 's ( 1998) hypothesis that 
dual-task testing conditions adversely affect performance rather than learn ing. Al l 
partic ipants were presented fourteen 96-trial blocks fo llowed by a 96-trial generation 
task. On Blocks I to I 0, both Single-Repeating and Dual-Repeating groups were 
tra ined with a fi xed 12-tria l sequence w hile the Dual-Nonrepeating group experienced 
quas i-random trials. All groups experienced the fixed sequence under ST cond it ions 
on Blocks II , 13, and 14 . On Block 12, rather than sw itching participants to a 
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quasi-random sequence, they were switched to a different fixed sequence that was 
structurally related to the one used in the training phase under ST conditions. 
Unlike French et al. ( 1998, Experiments I a and I b), Shanks and Channon (2002) 
found a substantial effect of training conditions. After part icipants who made more 
than I 0% tone-counting errors were eliminated, the index of sequence knowledge, 
operationalized as the difference between the reaction time on Block 12 and the 
average reaction time across Blocks II and 13, were similar in the dual-task groups. 
However, their scores were smaller than those of the Single-Repeating group. and this 
difference appeared to be unrelated to explicit knowledge. 
Shanks, Rowland, and Ranger (2005) explored the extent to which sequence 
knowledge was implicit. They introduced probabil istic sequences to reduce the 
likelihood of explicit learning. Learning of probabilistic sequences is indexed by 
comparing reaction time on hi gh and low probabili ty target locations (Cieeremans & 
Jimenez, 1998). Shanks et al. (2005) used two structura lly identical 12-trial sequences 
containing reversals: A=242 134 123 143 and 8=343 124 132 142. For both sequences, 
any item could fo llow another but bigrams uniquely determined the subsequent item. 
During the fourteen I 00-trial train ing blocks, which began at a random point in the 
sequence for each block, target location was specified by the assigned training 
sequence with a probability of .85 and by alternative sequence with a probabili ty 
of .15. For example, if A was the assigned training sequence, then the bigram 3-1 wa 
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followed by a target at location 4 (from sequence A) with a probability of .85 and by 
location 2 (from sequence B) with a probability of. I 5. Locations from sequence A 
were re ferred to a probable targets while the ones from sequence B were called 
improbable targets. Shanks et a l. (2005) also employed an alternative secondary task, 
the symbo l-counting task, to exclude some of the nonintentional disruption effects 
a sociated with the tone-counting task (Stadler, 1995). As usual, the four target 
locations were arranged horizonta lly . One of fo ur possible SRT target symbo ls (X,?, 
$,and o) appeared on each trial. S ingle-ta k condition participants responded to the 
location of the target whereas dual-task conditio n partic ipants were also required to 
count the combined number of X' and ?'s. 
Fo llowing tra ining, all participants completed Block 15 under sing le-task 
conditions with the same probable and improbable targets. Partic ipants were then 
required to complete two generation tasks: an inclusion test in which the participa nts 
generated the tra ining equence and an exc lusion test in which partic ipants generated a 
sequence different from the tra ining sequence. Each sequence of I 00 dig its was coded 
as 98 consecutive response triplets. The number of triplets that appeared in the 
ass igned training sequence wa calculated. For example, if the ass igned tra in ing 
sequence was 242 1341 23 143 and the pa rtic ipant generated the sequence 2 132, the 
triplet 2 13 appeared in the tra ining equence but the triplet 132 did not. 
Shanks et a l. (2005) computed the difference between RTs fo r probable and 
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improbable target in Block 15 fo r each partic ipant. The d ifference was s ignificantly 
greater in the ing le-task tha n the dua l-task group re flecting be tte r learn ing in the 
s ingle-task conditions. Neverthe less, the mean di fference was igni fica ntly greater 
than zero in the dual-task group. Thus, seque nce learning was atte nuated , but not 
eliminated , under dual-task conditions. It seem that partic ipant obtained some 
explic it sequence knowledge since both group could generate s ig nificantly more 
triple ts that appeared in the ass igned tra ining sequence w ith inc lus ion than with 
exclu io n instructions. 
In summary, the studies conducted by Cohe n et al. and Frensch et a l. are difficult 
to interpre t. Co hen et a l. ( 1990) confounded ta k difficulty w ith sequence type. 
Frensch et al. ( 1998) u d a w ithin- ubject design and could no t determine whethe r 
the dua l-task affected performance or learning. Unlike Fren ch et a l. ( 1998), Shanks 
and Channon (2002) used a between-subject des ign and found that dual-ta k tra ining 
interfered with learning regardless of the testing condition , replicating Nissen and 
Bulle mer·s ( 1987) find ing . In a econd study, Shanks e t a l. (2005) u ed an a lternat ive 
secondary task and found attenuated eque ntial learn ing under dua l-task condition . 
Since no additional stimuli were involved, the adverse effect of the secondary task 
could be attributed only to the compe tit ion fo r limited atte ntional resource. 
Stadler ( 1995) prov ided an alternative explanation of why eque ntial learning 
deteriorates as WM load increa es. He disagreed w ith the notion that the secondary 
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task hinders learning because partic ipants need to withhold atte ntion from the SRT 
task and c laimed that the shifts o f attention caused by the seconda ry task interfere with 
seque ntial learning. To test his hypothesis, Stadler used five conditions in a SRT task. 
In the tone-counting condition. an 83-ms tone, e ither high or low, was presented 17 ms 
fo llowing each response. Partic ipants were required to count the number of h igh tones 
and write that number on a response sheet after each block of 42 tria ls. In the pauses 
condition, pauses between stimuli were varied by randomly mixing a longer 
respo nse-to-stimulus interval of 2000 ms with the normal respon e-to-stimul us 
interval of 400 ms. The longer inte rval occurred at the same probability as the hig h 
to ne in the tone-counting condition ( i.e., 50%). Since there was no additiona l task fo r 
the partic ipants to perfo rm during the SRT task, this condition should not have 
inc reased working memory load. In the memory- load condition, a list of seven letter 
was presented before the S RT task for 5 seconds. Participants were instructed to 
re member those le tte rs and report the m immediately fo llow ing the last of the 24 
blocks of SRT tria ls. Since no secondary task was imposed during the SRT task, no 
disruption of sequentia l organization was expected. In addition to the three 
expe rimenta l conditions, two s ing le-task contro l conditions were inc luded. In the 
tones condition, partic ipants were instructed to ignore the tones, e ither high or low, 
during the SRT task and in the letters cond ition, partic ipants were told to ignore the 
le tters presented before the S RT task. SRT learning was indexed by the d ifference 
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between the mean of median RTs in Blocks I 0- 12 (repeating sequence) and in Blocks 
13- 15 (quas i-random sequence). The learning scores were h ighes t in the contro l 
conditions, at an intermediate level in the me mory- load condition, and lowest in the 
pauses and tone-counting conditions. 
Because adding pauses during the SRT task would no t create any additiona l 
attentio nal de mand, and equiva lent S RT learning scores were obtained in the pauses 
and tone-counting groups, Stadler ( 1995) argued that the tone-counting ta k does not 
compete for atte ntional capac ity w ith the formation of sequentia l assoc iations. Instead, 
he attributed the interfe rence in both conditions to an organization problem: " ... 
learning depends on practicing consiste ntly organized runs of tria ls (i. e., groups of 
successive trials), that shi fts o f attention may dete rmine how the runs are organized. 
and the re lation between attention and learning depends more on o rganization and 
intention than o n capac ity" (p. 674, Stadler, 1995). In contra t to Stadler 's argume nt, it 
is poss ible that di fferent mecha nisms account fo r the performance decrements shown 
by participants in each of these groups. It may be that the re ponse- to-stimulus 
interva l of 2000 ms is too long for partic ipants to form sequentia l assoc iations 
automatically between successive stimuli whereas interference is produced whe n 
partic ipants switched attention between the secondary task and primary task in the 
tone-counting condition. 
Stadler ( 1995) a lso fo und that the performance o f partic ipants in the memory- load 
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co nditio n was poorer than that of partic ipants in the contro l g roups. Since no 
concurrent secondary task was imposed in the memory- load condition, voluntary 
verba l rehearsals might have interfe red with SRT performance because partic ipants 
switched attention between the primary and secondary tasks or because the secondary 
task competed for limited attentiona l capac ity. 
Stad ler ( 1995) conducted an additio nal experiment using the memory- load 
condition and provided evidence that favored the attention-switching argument. 
Memory loads of f ive, seven, o r nine letters did no t differentia lly affect the rate of 
learning . It cou ld be argued that s ince the stimulus onset inte rva ls were constant, the 
frequency of switching atte ntion between voluntary rehearsals and the primary 
implic it task was constant regardless of how many letters were to be remembered 
across different me mory load over the testing period. If so, level of memory- load 
would no t be expected to corre late w ith implic it learning. 
The Bolls and Boxes Pu:::.zle 
The Ba lls and Boxes puzzle was first described by Kotovsky and S imon ( J 990) as 
a digital isomorph of the Chinese ring puzzle. ("Two problems are isomorphic if the 
graph of one problem can be mapped onto the graph of the o ther, w ith nodes and links 
corresponding one to one" p. l47, Kotovsky & Simon. 1990.) For the traditiona l 
Chinese Ring puzzle (see F igure I), the task is to remove five rings from a bar on 
which they are im paled. The device is three-dimensiona l; its parts are too e ly joined, 
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and can be twisted in many ways. One part can be s lid over ano ther in an effort to 
make a legal move. The Ba lls and Boxes puzzle, which was referred to as the 
low-info rmation (Lo-[nfo) dig ital isomorph by Kotovsky and Simon ( I 990), is similar 
to the Chinese ring puzzle except that legal moves are shown in the di play on the 
computer screen and partic ipants move by pos itioning the mouse pointe r over an open 
box and then c licking the left mouse button ( ee Figure I ). 
The Balls and Boxes puzzle is a good candidate for investigating implici t learning. 
F irst, it i di fficult to deduce the underly ing rule structure o f the puzzle from the initia l 
description (Kotovsky, & Simon, I 990; Reber & Kotovsky, 1997). The linearity o f the 
search space does not prevent mo t partic ipa nts from mak ing a large number of move 
to reach a solution (Kotovsky, & Simon, 1990; Rebe r & Kotovsky, 1997). In o ther 
puzzles, such as Tower o f Hano i (Zanga et a l. , 2004), it is poss ible to plan long 
seque nces of moves immediate ly and even deduce the optimal solutio n strategy from 
the instructions before working on the puzzle (Reber & Kotovsky, 1997 ; Zanga, e t a l. , 
2004). Second, as evidence aga inst the poss ible contamination of explic it knowledge 
in SRT paradigm a nd other puzzles, Reber and Kotovsky ( I 997) found that no 
partic ipant was able to prov ide a comple te verbal description o f the solution strategy. 
In the ir first experime nt, verba l retrospective protocols obta ined after the first solution 
trial were rated on a fi ve-po int sca le. A score of one indicated that the protocol 
conta ined no useful in fo rmation about the puzzle while a score of five reflected that a 
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complete solution was described. No protocol earned a rating of 5. The majority of 
protocols (86.8%) were rated less than 3. It appeared that little conscious knowledge 
of the puzzle was acquired (Reber & Kotovsky, 1997). Third, trying to meet both 
information and sensitivity criteria defined by Shanks and St. John ( 1994), Reber and 
Kotovsky ( 1997) also used a move-selection test (Experiments 2 and 3), a 
strategy-statement questionnaire (Experiment 3), and the technique of concurrent 
verbal-protocol analysis (Experiment 4) to asse s explicit knowledge about the puzzle. 
Across their four experiment , all participants failed these explicit tests and seemed to 
have learned strategie for solution implicitly. 
The time needed to solve the Chinese Ring puzzle and its isomorphs has been 
shown to be sensitive to problem difficulty (Kotov ky & Simon, 1990) and working 
memory load (Reber & Kotovsky, 1997). Kotovsky and Simon ( 1990) examined the 
effect of varying working memory demands across the Chinese Ring puzzle and two 
isomorphic puzzles. The No-Info isomorph consists of a set of five boxes displayed on 
the screen. The Lo-lnfo isomorph (i.e., the Balls and Boxes puzzle) consists of a 
similar display except that information is provided as to which moves are legal by 
opening the corre ponding boxes on the display (see Figure I). Both the Chinese Ring 
puzzle and its two isomorphs fo llowed the same basic solution rules. For the two 
isomorphs, the rightmost ball can alway move, but the remaining four balls can be 
moved in or out of the boxes only when the ball immediately to the right is in its box 
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and all other balls to the right are out of their boxes. The Chine e Ring puzzle is more 
difficult than the two isomorphs. None of Kotovsky and Simon's ( 1990) naive college 
partic ipants were able to solve this puzzle within 2 hours. More time was needed to 
solve the No-Info isomorph (25.5 min) than the Lo-lnfo isomorph ( 14 .6 min). 
However, when a hint was presented, 17 of 41 participants were able to solve the 
Chinese Ring puzz le within 2 hours. Average solution times decreased to 19.9 min for 
the No-Info isomorph and 13.0 min for Lo-lnfo isomorph (Kotovsky & Simon, 1990). 
Reber and Ko tovsky ( 1997) manipulated memory load by requiring participants 
to remember one, two, or three of the most recent letters they heard while learning the 
Balls and Boxes puzzle. The more letters they were instructed to remember, the 
g reater was the load on working memory. They found that memory load correlated 
with the number o f moves to solution on the first solution trial. However, on the 
second trial, working memory load did not correlate with performance. Thus, the 
secondary task affected learning but not subsequent transfer. 
Across the implic it tasks studies (e.g., Cohen et a l. , 1990; Nissen & Bulle ner, 1987; 
Reber & Kotovsky, 1997 ; Shanks & Channon, 2002), only performance on the Balls 
and Boxes puzzle consistently dete riorated as working memory load increa ed. For 
this reason, the puzzle was used in the present study. Moreover, unlike sequence 
learning in which participants develop perceptual-motor associations (Shanks et a l.. 
2005), the Ba lls and Boxes puzzle involves transforming material from an initia l state 
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to a specific goal state (Reber & Kotovsky, 1997) and might not depend on equential 
learning. Finally, s ince the current state i wholly determined by previous moves, the 
choice made by participants between the two legal moves associated with 30 of the 32 
states might reflect changes in their knowledge about the puzzle and provide 
researchers with useful indices. 
The Speak-span task 
Comparing individuals who differ in test-defined working memory capacity as a 
way of investigate the role of WM has not been studied using imp I icit learning tasks. 
An operational definition of working memory capac ity might be the number of items 
that can be recalled in a memory task (Barrett et al., 2004). Individual-difference 
measures of working memory capacity (e.g., counting span task, operation span task, 
reading span task, and speak-span task) are impressive pred ictors of participants' 
performance on explicit learning tasks (Conway, Saults, & Ell iott, 2002; Kane, 
Bleck ley, Conway, & Engle, 200 I; Kane & Engle, 2002). Kane et al. (200 I. 2002) 
argued that when attempting to learn complicated mental tasks, individuals with low 
WM capacity are less able to maintain all of the necessary information in working 
memory to construct a complex, integrated representat ion. The expl icit system is 
assumed to be highly dependent on a limited-capacity WM system. Span scores have 
been shown to predict a variety of cognitive abi lities, including rule-based learning 
(Smith & DeCoster, 2000), reading comprehension (Engle, Cantor, & Carullo, 1992), 
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no te taking (Kiewra & Benton, 1988, cited in Bleckley et a l. , 2003), and computer 
language learning (Shute, 199 1, c ited in Kane & Eng le, 2003). 
A variety of tasks have been used as measures of working memo ry capacity 
(Conway et a l. , 2005). One of these measures, the read ing span task, was devised to 
measure both the s to rage and processing functions of working memory capacity fo r 
young adults (Howe & Rabinowitz, 1990). It has been freque ntly used and has been 
proven to be both reliable and predictive (Conway et al., 2005). Rabinowitz, Howe, 
and Saunders (2002) developed an age-appropriate modi fication for ch ild ren, the 
speak-span task, as an index of working memory capacity. Using this task, they fou nd 
a monotonic increase in score on the task as a fu nction of age and a positive 
corre la tio n between speak-span scores and class- inc lus ion performance (Rabinowitz et 
a l. , 2002). Because the peak-span task is usefu l w ith 8 to 14 year-old children, it was 
e mployed to define children' s working memory capacity in the present study. 
Implicit Learning and Age 
Unlike age-corre lated changes in expl ic it learning, a relat ion hip between age and 
the rate of implic it learning has been ne ither establ ished (e.g., Schmitter-Edgecombe 
& Nissley, 2002; Yinter, & Perruchet, 2000) nor expected (Reber, 1993). T he 
hypothesized neural bas is for implic it learning (basal gangl ia structures) is assumed to 
mature re latively early, whereas the prefrontal cortex ystems, which are hypothesized 
to be involved in expl ic it learning, take longer to develop (Dienes, Broadbent, & Berry. 
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199 1; Keele, Ivry, Mayr, Hazeltine, & Heuer, 2003; Reber, Gitelman. Parri h, & 
Mesulam, 2003; Seger, 1994). One might expect the rate of implicit learning to peak 
earlier in development than the rate of explic it learning (Huttenlocher & Dabholkar, 
1997). 
Karmiloff-Smith ( 1992) hypothes ized that cogn itive development consists of a 
success ion of phases which are marked by different representational formats that 
change from implicit to explicit. The first phase achieved in each domain of 
compete nce corre. ponds to a level of behavioral mastery involving implici t 
knowledge. After more extended practice, those implicit representation will turn into 
explicit forms through an endogenous process of representational redescription (see 
Karmiloff- mith, 1992 for details). Since the first phase is reached whenever a 
sufficient quantity of experience re lated to a task has been accumulated, implic it 
learning processes are age- insensitive. Consistent with her position, it has bee n 
de monstrated that many of the motor, perceptual , and cognitive acquisitions made by 
children in the cour e of development are implic it (e.g., Yinter & Perruchet, 2000 ; 
Gasparini, 2004; Reber, 1993). 
Despite the fact that the age- invariant hypothesis is of theoretical interest, only a 
few researchers have compared samples of younger and older participant on implic it 
learning task . ln mo t ca es, no s ignificant age diffe rences have been found (e.g .. 
Meulemans, Vander Linde n, and Perruchet, 1998; Schmitter-Edgecombe & Nissley, 
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2002; Thomas & Nelson, 200 I ; Yinter & Perruchet, 2000). Meule mans et al. ( 1998) 
compared the performance of a group of children aged 6 to 7 years, a group aged I 0 to 
II years, and a group of adults in a SRT task u ing a I 0-trial sequence, 24 13421431. A 
learning ses ion was comprised of fi ve blocks of 84 trials. Each block consisted of 
four random trials, fo llowed by five presentat ions of a 16-trial sequence that started 
with the I 0-trial repeating equence and ended with six random trial . Following the 
learning session, participants were informed of the presence of a repeating sequence. 
Sixteen 4-stimulus sequences were constructed: e ight sequences be longing to the 
repeating sequence (e.g., 24 13, 4 134, and 42 14) and eight sequences which had never 
appeared in the fixed repeating sequence (e.g ., 24 12, 413 1, and 4242). Participants 
were requested to rate these sequences o n a five-point Likert scale: ·' I am sure I never 
saw it," " I believe I never saw it,' ' "I do n' t know," " I be lieve I saw it," " I am sure I 
saw it." 
Consistent with Reber's ( 1993) hypothesis that implic it learning is age-invaria nt. 
no age-related differences in the SRT pe rformance were obtained. Learning appeared 
to have been implicit as patticipants did not discriminate the o ld and new recognition 
sequences (Meulemans et al. , 1998). 
Vinter and Perrucher (2000) provided additional ev idence con istent with Reber 's 
hypothesis of age- invariance. They selected the start-trace task to explo it a natural 
covariation present in drawing: the direction of movement in the tracing of c losed 
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geometrical figures is dependent on the starting point (i.e. , the start-rotation rule). For 
example, if participants are presented with a starting point at II o'clock and required 
to trace over the circle, they will predominantly trace in a counterclockwise direction. 
Participants were instructed to trace the figures as fast and as accurate ly as possible 
during the training phase and were not informed about the purpose of the experi mental 
manipulations (Yinter & Perrucher, 2000). 
The experimental sess ion comprised a familiarization phase, a training phase, a 
test phase, and a questionnaire phase. During the familiarization and training phases, 
two figures, a circle and a square, were chosen for tracing. A starting point was 
presented either at the 12 o'clock or the 6 o'clock position for the c ircle and at e ither 
middle point on the horizontal for the square. An arrow located I em above or below 
the starting point was used to indicate the trace direction. Four types of training 
figures were presented: a top start with a counterclockwise trace (congruent), a bottom 
start with a clockwise trace (congruent), a top start with a c lockwise trace 
(incongruent), and a bottom start with a counte rclockwise trace (incongruent). 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three training groups: the 
princ iple-incongruent group, the princ iple-congruent group, and the free-control group. 
The principle-congruent group received congruent instructions for 80% of th trials 
and incongruent instruction for the remaining 20% of the trials. Thus, the 
start-rotation principle was obeyed on 80% of the trials (i.e. 16 out of 20). The 
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princ iple- incongruent group received a set o f tra ining figures organized in the arne 
way as the princ iple-congrue nt group, e xcept that the proportions o f instructions that 
d id o r did not conform to the princ iple were reverted. Part icipants in the free-contro l 
group were asked to trace the figures w ithout any information regarding starting 
location and movement directio n. 
After the training phase, all partic ipants received two successive tests: a test in 
which only starting locations were presented as the cues followed by a test in whic h 
only trace directio ns were presented as the c ues. Finally, partic ipants filled in a 
free-report questionnaire and completed a cued- recall test in whic h they were g iven a 
set o f figures and asked to state the start ing po int and the trace d irection that they 
re me mbered having seen on the majo rity o f tria ls during the tra ining phase. 
A comparison of 432 children between the ages of 4 a nd I 0 years, and 54 adults 
fa iled to reveal any age di fferences in the way they implic itly learned 
princ iple- incongruent tracing behav ior (Vinter & Perrucher, 2000). At a ll ages, 
princ iple- incongruent practice led to a large decrease in the production of draw ing 
responses confo rming to the sta rt-trace princ iple whe n partic ipants were a ·ked to trace 
fro m a g iven start ing position. The free-contro l and princ iple-congruent train ing 
groups did no t differ in test per fo rmance. Partic ipants from a ll groups were unable to 
describe any relevant information about the target manipulation in e ither the free 
reports or the cued-recall test, s uggesting no explic it knowledge was obtained (Vinter 
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& Pe rrucher, 2000). 
Schmitter-Edgecombe and Niss ley (2002) investigated the age- invariance 
hypothesis us ing a matrix-scanning task, an implic it covariation learning task, with 72 
o lder (age 59 to 83) and 72 younger adults (age 18 to 28). Part ic ipants fi rst completed 
30 practice tria ls in which they were required to search matrices for the quadrant 
location of the rando mly located target "6" . In the fo llowing five 60-trial blocks, 
partic ipants we re randomly ass igned to one o f three conditions. In the constant 
covariation condition (AAAAA), four matrices co-occurred with a unique location of 
the target throughout the scanning task. For example, w he n Matrix I was d isplayed, 
the target "6" a lways appeared in the uppe r le ft quadrant. T he cha nged covaria tion 
condition was identical to the constant covariation condition with the exception that in 
the fourth block, the target appeared in the diagonally opposite quadrant of each 
matrix (AAABA). In the third condition, the no-covariation condition, the location of 
the target appeared in a random quadrant. Within each of the five tra ining blocks, the 
target ' 6 ' appeared in each of the fo ur quadrant 15 times. 
Partic ipa nts then received 64 test trials; 16 w ith each of the fo ur matrices used in 
the training pha e. They were info rmed that the pre entation duration of the matrices 
would be so sho rt that they probably would not be able to see the target '6 '. T hey were 
also to ld that even though they might not detect the '6' , they would till see it 
subliminally and make correct guesses. Follo wing the test block, partic ipants were 
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presented with a implicit knowledge task in which they were asked to report how 
often they noticed the target '6' in the 64 trials on a six-point Likert scale, where ·1' = 
never and '6' =very often. Finally, participants were asked for their general strategies 
in completing the task and whether they had noticed anything special about the matrix 
display. 
The change in reaction time across the five training blocks differed significantly 
from zero for all groups except the older adult, no-covariation. The increase in 
reaction time from Block 3 to Block 4 in the changed covariation condition was 
significant (p < .0 I) for the o lder adults and approached significance (p = .08) for the 
younger adults. When the original pattern was reinstated, the reaction times of 
participants in the changed covariation condition decreased (Schmitter-Edgecombe & 
Nissley, 2002). In the explicit knowledge test, participants in all conditions exhibited 
chance performance. When asked whether they had noticed anything special about the 
displays, a larger percentage of older adults (86%) than younger adults (6 1 %) reported 
no suspic ions related to the matrices. However, none of the participants who 
acknowledged having been suspicious were coiTect in their assumption. In summary, 
although o lder adults were impaired relative to younger adults, both groups were able 
to implicitly process the manipulated covariation between matrices and target 
locations (Schmitter-Edgecombe & Nissley, 2002). 
Occasionally, age-dependent implicit learning has been reported (Curran, 1997; 
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Howard & Howard, 1997; Maybery, Taylor& O ' Brie n-Malone 1995; egash, Howard, 
Japikse, & Howard, 2003). Maybery et al. ( 1995) modified the incidental covariation 
task used by Lewicki ( 1986, as c ited in Maybery et al. , 1995). Children (5 to 7 and I 0 
to 12 years old) were trained with a number of 4x4 matrices of 16 picture , divided 
into four quadrants. In the learning phase, childre n viewed several uncovered matrices 
in which positions of a particul ar picture, a house, correlated with two other stimulus 
features: the s ide from which the experimenter approached the child (le ft or right), and 
the colo r of the matrix board and cover (red or blue). During the test phase, the 
pic tures were covered with a red or blue cloth, so that when the experimenter 
approached the child, both position and color cues were ava ilable. The chi ldren were 
required to guess the location of the house among the 16 covered locations. Finally, 
children responded to detailed questions concerning usage of cues in the guess ing 
phase. 
Implic it learning improved with age (Maybery et al., 1995). The 10- 12-year-o lds 
made more correct guesses in the test phase than did the 5-7 -year-olds, whose 
performance was not above chance. In a sub idiary ana lysis, they found that the 
younger, as compared to o lder, children were le s influenced by the covariation cues 
and more inlluenced by an uninformative cue, the house's previous position (Maybery 
et a l. , 1995). None of the c hildren could spontaneously report any of the covariat ions 
in the initial open-ended questioning (Maybery e t a l. , 1995). 
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Cunan ( 1997) was inte rested in the re lationship between sequence structure and 
implic it learning. He compared older adults (mean age= 67) and undergraduates us ing 
a SRT task with sequences that differed in pa irwise trans itions. Two types of 
sequences were used: a first-order predictive (FOP) sequence ( 12 142343 1423 ), in 
w hich each locatio n (e.g., I ) was fo llowed by one location twice (4), ano ther location 
once (2), and never fo llowed by the th ird location (3); and a second-order predictive 
(SOP) sequence ( 12 14234 13243), in which each of the poss ible bigrams (e.g., 42) 
unique ly determined the fo llowing item (e.g., 3). One would expect the FOP, as 
compared to the SOP, sequence to be easie r to learn because performance on the FOP 
sequence would improve over tra ining if the partic ipants learned only 2- item 
transitions whereas 3- item transitions had to be learned w ith the SOP sequence. 
However, complete mastery of the FOP equence required knowledge about up to 
5- item transitions. For example, learning the different locatio n fo llowed by 2 1423 (4) 
and by 3 1423 ( I) requ ired knowledge of 5- item transitions which d id not seem to be 
learned by younger adults (Curran, 1997). By contrast, the SOP equence can be 
entire ly learned with 3-item trans itions. Therefore, the FOP sequence is actua lly more 
complex. Participants were tra ined fo r 9 blocks. Each block conta ined intermixed 
cycles of a 12 quas i-random trials (R) and a 12- item sequence (S) for a tota l 120 trials: 
RSSRSSRSSR. Fo llowing tra ining, explic it knowledge was assessed us ing a 
five-point Likert scale and two sequence recognition tasks. 
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Younger participants learned both sequences equally we ll whereas older 
participants showed significant learning of only the SOP sequence. Smaller 
improvement over trials in SRT task was found for o lder, compared to younger adults. 
Ne ither younger nor older participants demonstrated explicit knowledge of the 
sequences (Curran, 1997). 
Rather than a deficiency in the abi lity to learn subtle underlying patterns, age 
deficits in learning complex sequences might be due to the fact that o lder participants 
have difficulty in attending to targets that change spatial positions (Negash et al.. 
2003). To test this possibility, Negash, et al. (2003) compared 12 young (mean age= 
20.67) and 12 older (mean age= 69.33) adults using a non-spatial variation of the 
alternating serial reaction time (ASRT) task in which random stimuli were embedded 
in a four-trial pattern (e.g., ArDrCrBr). In the non-spatial variant, target letters (A, B, 
C, or D) appeared in a box on the center of the screen. Because only one target 
location was used, neither a shift in visuospatial attention from one target location to 
another nor the use of eye movements was required. Partic ipants were instructed to 
press the key corresponding to the target letter as quickly and accurately as possible. 
At the end of each block, participants were given feedback about their speed and 
accuracy on the preceding two blocks and told to focus more on accuracy when the 
accuracy scores were less than 86% or on speed if the accuracy scores were greater 
than 98%. 
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Participants completed fi ve sessions, with 20 blocks of the ASRT task in each 
sess ion. Each block began with I 0 random trials which were followed by ten 
repetitions o f an ASRT sequence. A questionna ire concerning strategy usage was 
presented at the end of each session. Following the fi ve sess ions, partic ipant were 
g iven both recognition and preference tests. In the recognition task, partic ipants were 
shown 20 randomly ordered tria ls. Each trial con isted of 16 items. The AS RT 
sequence used during the training was repeated twice in the I 0 pattern trials whereas 
ite ms were randomly dete rmined in the I 0 random trials. At the end of each trial, 
partic ipants were asked to judge if these sequences occurred in the training o n a 
four-po int Likert cale. Similarly, in the preference task, partic ipants were asked to 
rate how much they liked each of the sequences o n a fo ur-point Like rt scale. People of 
both age were able to learn the non-spatial equence. However, ne ither group 
discriminated pattern and rando m seque nces on the subsequent recognition and 
preference tests, uggesting the learning wa implic it. 
egash, et al. (2003) class ified erro rs on ra ndom trials in the ARST task into two 
categories: structure-consistent and structure- incons istent errors. Suppo e a partic ipant, 
who had experienced the seque nce ArBrCrDr, e ncountered a bigram AD that was 
fo llowed by the stimulus D during training (that can only occur as part of the rDr 
sequence). If the partic ipant incorrectly responded to the second D with a B (that can 
occur as part o f the A rB sequence), the error would be considered to be a 
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structure-consistent erTor, whereas a C response would be conside red to be a 
structure- inconsistent e rror. Three aspects of the data reflected age-correlated deficits 
in implicit learning. First, o lder, as compared to younger, participants needed more 
practice to learn the sequence. Second, the diffe rence of reaction times on pattern and 
random trials was smaller for o lde r participants. Third, o lder part icipants generated a 
smaller proportion o f structure-consistent errors on random trials and that proportion 
changed at a s lower rate (Negash, et al. , 2003). 
In summary, incons istent re ults have been reported about the re lation hip 
between implic it learning and age. There are a number of possible reasons that might 
account fo r the inconsistencies. First, age-corre lated learning might reflect d ifferences 
in the rate of explic it, ra ther than implic it learning (Maybe ry & 0 ' Brien-Malone, 
1998). The possibility that partic ipants learn explic itly can not be totally e liminated 
(Shanks & St. John, 1994) and age-dependent explic it learning might have occurred in 
·o rne studies but not others. Second, di fferent implic it learning tasks may d iffe r 
qualitatively in terms of the particular features learned and the neural substrates 
involved (Sa lthouse, McGuthry, & Hambrick 1999; Seger, 1998). Similarly, even 
when the same task is used, features vary across stimulus manipulations and some 
may be assoc iated with age-correlated difference in learning rate. 
Finally, Seger ( 1994) identified three type of dependent measure - conceptual 
fluency, e ffi c iency, and prediction and contro l -one or more of which had been used 
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in implic it learning studies. Conceptual flue ncy measures tap partic ipants' ability to 
ra te or c lass ify ite ms as to whe ther they have the same structure as tra ining stimuli . 
Partic ipants usually re port that they re ly on the ir intuition or fee lings in order to make 
these judgments (e.g., Meule mans et a l. , 1998). Effic iency measures are used to assess 
learning us ing speed o r accuracy in responding to the stimuli (e.g., Curran, 1997; 
Negash et al. , 2003; Schmitter-Edgecombe & Nissley, 2002). Pred iction and control 
measures are used to assess partic ipants ' ability to predict accurate ly or to contro l 
some aspect of the stimuli (e.g., Maybery et al. , 1995; Yinter & Perruche r, 2000). 
These classes of de pe ndent measures were shown to tap diffe rent learning 
mechanisms assoc iated w ith di fferent knowledge representations (Seger, 1997). It is 
possible that d ifferent fo rms of representation are differentia lly corre lated w ith age 
which may account fo r the divers ity of age effects reported across implic it learning 
studies. 
Objectives and Rationa le 
In the curre nt study, the objectives were to determine w hethe r implic it learning i 
affected by working me mory capacity a nd/or age, and whether results obta ined with 
adults in Re be r and Kotovsky's ( 1997) study could be replicated w ith children. T he 
speak-span task was selected to de fine partic ipa nts' WM capacity. After each child 
completed the speak-span test, the Ba ll s and Boxes puzzle was presented fo llowed by 
a verbal report. The child then was asked to solve the puzzle a second time fo llowed 
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by a second verbal report. Finally, the child completed a move-selection test in which 
he or she was asked to choose the next move for each of the eight randomly selected 
states of the Ball and Boxes puzzle. 
Working memory can be investigated either by comparing individuals who differ 
in test-defined WM capacity or by experimentally varying WM load u ing a 
secondary task. In general, increasing WM load and increasing WM capacity have 
reciprocal effect on task performance (Conway & Engle, 1996). Since it has been 
demonstrated that partic ipants who have solved the Balls and Boxes puzzle can rare ly 
describe anything about the structure of the problem and that the difficulty of the 
secondary task negati vely correlates with learn ing rate (Kotovsky & Simon, 1990; 
Reber & Kotovsky, 1997), it was expected that higher speak- pan cores would 
correlate with improved puzzle performance. 
Fourth and sixth-graders (mean age ranges from 9.38 to 11 .43 year old) were 
recruited as participant in the present study because there are marked age-related 
changes on many explicit tasks when children of this age range are compared (e.g., 
Bergling, 1999; Rebok, Smith, & Pascualvaca. 1997; Anderson, ettelbeck, & Barlow, 
1997). Since age correlates pos itively with WM capacity, if WM capacity influences 
implicit and explic it learning in a similar way, older children should learn the Balls 
and Boxes puzzle in fewer moves than younger children. Such a finding would be 
inconsistent with the Reber's ( 1993) hypothesis that implicit learning is age-invariant. 
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To the extent that implic it learning is age-invariant, it was expected that several 
results found with adults by Rebe r and Kotovsky's ( 1997) would be replicated with 
children in the present study. Pe rfo rmance would improve across tria ls; little 
knowledge of the puzzle wou ld be revealed in the ir verbal retrospective protocols after 
each solution; and children would perform at the chance leve l on the move-selection 
test. 
Method 
Par1icipants 
Partic ipants were 96 children attending a e lementary school in the Eastern School 
District in the c ity of St. John 's. There were 24 male and 24 fema le fourth graders and 
24 male and 24 female s ixth graders. The mean age of the fourth g raders was 9 .38 
year (range = 8.83 to 10.42) and that of the ixth graders was 11 .43 years (range = 
9.25 to 12.50). Permission lette r were sent to parents conta ining information about 
the study goal and procedures. Parents were a ked to s ign a consent fo rm if they 
wanted the ir child to partic ipate . 
Apparatus and Stimuli 
A computer was used to present the speak-span and the Ba lls and Boxes puzz le. 
The speak-span task was programmed in Quick Basic 4 .5 and the Balls and Boxes 
puzzle was w ritten in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003. Stimuli were presented on a 
12.1 inch widescreen display. Responses made during the speak-span task were 
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entered by the experime nter us ing a keyboard. In the Balls and Boxes puzzle and 
move- election te t, the childre n responded using a two-button mouse. 
The Speak-span Task 
The speak- pan task, whic h reta ined the ·tructure but not the specific content of 
the reading-span task, was cons tructed us ing II 0 English words rang ing fro m 3 to 12 
characters in le ngth (see Table I). The words were taken fro m fourth-g rade books that 
were used in the St. John ·s school sy te rn , ewfoundland Board of Education. For 
each child, the words were randomly sorted into sets contain ing di ffe rent numbers of 
words (2, 3, 4, 5, o r 6). Five sets, a ll o f which included the same number of words, 
made up a group. At the beginning o f the . peak-span task, childre n were prov ided 
instructions on the monitor (Ra binowitz, Howe, & Saunders, 2002, p. l 67): 
Yo u w ill be presented w ith a number of set o f words. At the beginning of each 
set, you w ill be to ld how many words w ill occur in that particular set. I w ill then read 
you one word from the set. A fte r I read the word, plea e make up a entcnce usi ng that 
word. Afte r I type in your sente nce, I w ill read the next word in the set. At the e nd of 
the set, you w ill be asked to reme mber each of the words that you made up a sente nce 
about. You can re me mber the words in any orde r. After you have remembered as many 
words as you can. another set o f words will start. The num ber of words per et will 
increase a the procedure continues. Be fore beg inning the experi ment. you wi ll 
encounter a set of practice word . 
The experimente r read these instructions to the child and an wered any question 
Two-word sets were used in the pretest that ended as soon as the child correctly 
recalled both word in a set o r a tota l o f fi ve two-word sets had been presented . After 
the pretest was comple ted , each child was presented with one to five te t tria ls. A trial 
cons isted of the presentation of five ets of words that constituted a group. Each set 
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within a group contained the same number of words. Every child began with the 
two-word group. A chi ld who reached criterion on the two-word trial was presented 
with a three-word trial and so forth . The most difficult trial involved six-word sets. At 
the beginning of each trial , the child was told how many words to expect in each set. 
After the experimenter read the first word aloud, the chi ld was required to make up a 
sente nce us ing that word. The experimenter typed the sentence as the child spoke. 
After al l of the words in the set had been presented, the child was asked to recall the 
words in any order. Recall was elf-paced. The experimenter typed the recalled words 
and hit the carriage return for each of the word in a set that the chi ld omitted. Only 
the first three letters of the words that the experimenter entered were evaluated by the 
computer in an attempt to reduce the likelihood that typing enors could affect the 
outcome . If the chi ld succes fu lly recalled the words in three of five sets making up a 
group, then the next trial was presented . Otherwise, the speak-span task stopped. 
Speak-span scores range from I to 6. If a child was successful with fewer than 
two of the five sets in a group, then a speak-span score was assigned as the number of 
words in each set in the prior group. For example, if a chi ld was uccessful with fewer 
than two sets on a 3-word trial , then a score of 2 was assigned. A speak-span score of 
I indicated that the chi ld failed to succeed on at least two 2-word sets. If the chi ld was 
successful in recalling exact ly two of the five sets on a trial , then a speak-span score 
was assigned that was midway between the number of words per set on that trial and 
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the previous trial (e.g., 2.5 o n a 3-word trial) . If the child was successful wi th more 
than two o f the fi ve ets, the n they continued to the next level (unless they had 
completed level 6) (Howe, e t al., 1998). 
The Balls and Boxes Pu-:::./e 
As an isomorph of the Chinese Ring puzzle, initially each ba ll was in its box (see 
Figure 2, State 2 1 ) . For each location in the proble m space, there were never more 
than two operators that yie lded legal moves ( i. e ., there we re two boxes that were o pe n 
indicating the balls that could be moved in or out of these boxe ). The rightmost ball 
could a lways move; other ba lls could be moved if the ball immediate ly to the right 
was in its box and all othe r balls to the right were out of the ir boxes. 
The proble m space was fairly small w ith only 32 states. Figure 3 contains a 
complete description of the proble m space, showing each poss ible state of the puzzle , 
numbering the m by the ir distance from the goal state (State 0, the sta te where a ll the 
ba lls are out) . T he linear structure of the proble m space is best appreciated by notic ing 
that from any state except state 0 and 3 1, the only legal moves were to adjacent 
numbered states. State 0 and 31 were e nd sta tes and only on move was assoc iated 
with each of these sta tes. Boxes opened and closed each time a move was selected . 
Given the sma ll s ize of the proble m space, 32 positions, it seemed surprising that it 
usua lly took as long as 5 to I 0 minutes to achieve a solutio n (Reber & Kotovsky, 1997). 
Exploration of the problem space was required to d iscover a strategy for solving the 
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puzzle. Altho ugh this earch was constrained because the problem space was linear, 
the direction o f state change was not c lear to the naive participants try ing to solve the 
puzzle for the first time (Kotovsky & Simon, 1990). 
T he standard instructions appeared on the monitor: 
You are going to solve the Ba lls and Boxes puzzle. The goal of the puzzle is to get 
fi ve ba lls out of the fi ve boxes. A ball can be moved into or out of its box us ing the 
computer mouse by c licking on the bar under the ball. A ball may only be moved into 
or out of its box if it box top is open. For instance, right now the two balls on the 
right could be moved but not the three on the left. If you make an illega l move, the 
computer will beep to remind you that is an e rro r. As you move balls in and out o f 
the ir boxes, the box tops w ill o pen and close. The trick to the puzzle is to move the 
ba lls to get the correct boxes to open up so that you can move a ll the bal ls out of their 
boxes. 
The experimente r read these instructions to the child and answered any question . 
In the task, the underly ing rule that dete rmined whether a ball could be moved was not 
mentioned to the c hildren. In the initial state presented, State 2 1, a ll five balls were in 
boxes. In the goal sta te (i.e., ta te 0), all of the balls were out o f the boxes. 
Retrospective Report 
Each time the children completed the Balls and Boxes puzzle, they were asked to 
describe the strategie they had used to solve the puzzle and to atte mpt to describe 
how the puzzle worked. Since a free recall test would reduce the like lihood that low 
confide nce knowledge was reported, children were info rmed that it was bette r to 
report information that might be w rong rather than to omi t informat ion that might be 
true (Shanks & St. John, 1994). The protocols were rated on a fi ve-point scale. A 
protocol was g iven a ra ting of I if it conta ined no informative statements about the 
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puzzle (e.g., containing only sta tements such as " the re were five balls and five boxes"). 
A rating of 2 indicated that the protocol contain one somewhat in fo rmative statement 
(e.g., "The le ftmost ball was hard to get out.") For a protocol to receive a rati ng of 3, it 
had to include several somewha t informative statements (e.g., 'The one on the left 
were hard. In order to get the e out, you had to keep taking out and replac ing the o nes 
on the right.") A rating of 4 o r better was assigned if the protocol conta ined partial rule 
information that could s ignificantly aid solution (e.g., "The leftmost ba ll could be 
removed when the right three were out, the second from the left could be removed 
when the right two were out") o r contained a genera l strategy (e.g., "Whenever a box 
open., move the ball, otherwise move the rightmost ball." ) A rating of 5 was assigned 
to those who could describe a complete solution. 
Two people rated 20 verba l protocols, I 0 for each trial. They disagreed on five of 
the e protocols, but the rating difference was all one. One rater gave the chi ldren 
highe r scores o n three of the five discrepant protocols. The correlatio n of the ratings 
was .765. p < .00 I, even though the scores only ranged from one to three. 
Move-selection Test 
After the second free recall trial was completed, children were g iven a 
move-selection test to dete rmine if they could choose correct moves when problem 
states were presented in isolatio n. Each partic ipant was presented 8 random ly selected 
isolated states from the puzzle and asked to select the move to get one step c loser to 
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the goal state. 
Procedure 
Each child was tested indi vidually in a small room fo r approximately 35 minutes. 
When the child entered the room, the investigato r asked the child 's name, birth date 
and grade. The child then was informed that he/she could withdraw from the study at 
any time if he/she wished to do so. The speak- pan task was then presented and 
fo llowed by the Ba lls and Boxes puzzle. The de lay between these tasks was 
determined by the time to load the Balls and Boxes software. After olving the puzzle, 
partic ipants were asked to ta lk about "how you solved the puzzle, how the puzzle 
worked and especially anything you could say that would he lp someone e lse solve the 
puzzle." A tape recorder was used to record the child 's description. The puzzle was 
then presented a second time. Fina lly, fo llowing a second request for a desc ription of 
the solution, a move-selection test was presented to assess whether child could choose 
correct moves when problem states were presented in isolat ion. 
Resul ts 
In o rder to prov ide an initia l description of the data us ing all the independent and 
dependent variables of interest, a I inear corre lat ion matrix and fac tor analys is were 
computed. These were fo llowed by a series of a nalyses of variance and regre s ion 
analyses, conducted to better under tand the re lationships among variables. Finall y, 
comparisons were made between the ch ild data and the adult data reported by Reber 
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and Kotovsky 's ( 1997). The independent variables were gender, age, and trial. The 
dependent variables included children· speak-span scores and the number of correct 
responses on the move-selection test. All the remaining dependent variable. were 
assessed on Trial I and Trial 2: total moves to solve the puzzle (Move I and 2), 
solution time (Time I and 2), the number of moves that violate one of the problem 
rules (Illegal I and 2), the number of rever als produced by clicking on the same ball 
on consecutive moves (Reversal I and 2), the number of error-free moves made 
immediately prior to reaching the goal tate (called final-path length in Reber and 
Kotovsky's study, 1997) (Final I and 2), and ratings of the verba l protocol obtained 
after each problem solution (Verbal I and 2). Note that the overall moves to solve the 
puzzle measure included illegal moves, rever al moves, and error-free final moves on 
the same trial. 
Linear correlation rnatrix 
As can be seen in Table 2, age correlated po itively wi th speak-. pan cores, 
negatively with solution time (p = .050 for Time I and p = .098 for Time 2), and 
pos itively with both verbal protocol measure (p = .003 for Verbal I and p = .009 for 
Verbal 2). The range of speak-span scores and the relationship between age and 
speak-span scores are consistent with data reported by Rabinowi tz et at. , (2002). In 
addition, the negative coJTelation between age and olution time is con istent with 
data reported by Kail ( 1984, 1993). Surprisingly, children ·s verbal protocol ratings on 
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both trials increased with age sugge ting some explic it learning occuned. However, 
speak- pan scores did not correlate w ith any variable except age. Thus performance on 
the Balls and Boxes puzzle appears to be indepe ndent of test-defined WM capacity. 
With the exception of final-path length. the problem performance measur s corre lated 
within but not across trials. 
Factor Analysis 
A principal component factor analysis was conducted in which all the independe nt 
and dependent variables were components. Ba ed on the correlat ions described above, 
one would expect that Trial I and Trial 2 performance variab les, except for final -path 
length, would load on independent facto rs. Since verbal ratings on Trials I and 2 
corre lated with al l measures on Trial 2 except final-path le ngth, one would a lso expect 
bo th verbal protocol ratings would load on the Trial 2 factor. 
The first three factors accounted for 55.4 1% of the variance in the data matrix . 
Factor I , 2 and 3 accounted for 25 .27% , 20. I I%, and I 0.04~ of the variance 
respectively. As can be seen in Table 3, all Trial I performance measures, with the 
exception of the final -path le ng th , loaded on the second factor. named Trial I Factor. 
Similarly, both verbal protocol and all Trial 2 performance measures except for the 
final -path length loaded on the first factor, named Trial 2 Factor. Since speak-span 
scores were not corre lated with children 's verbal protocols on either trial. It was 
surprising that speak-span and both verbal protocol measures. along with age, loaded 
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on the third factor, named Explic it Learning Factor. To the exte nt that the third fac to r 
does re flect individual differences in explic it learn ing, the Speak-spa n test appears to 
have been a sens itive index o f c hildren 's WM capac ity. 
It is c lear from the results in the corre lation matrix and facto r analy is that the 
hypo theses invo lv ing WM and age were not supported. Incons istent w ith the 
hypothesis that highe r peak-span scores wo uld correlate w ith improved puzzle 
pe rformance, childre n's speak- pan scores did not corre late with any variab le except 
age a nd did not load on e ithe r of the Trial facto rs. Similarl y, inconsistent w ith the 
hypothesis that o lder childre n would learn the Balls and Boxes puzzle in fewer moves 
than younger childre n, age did not corre late w ith any performance measure except 
solution time and did no t load o n e ither of the Tria l factors. 
Analyses of Variance 
In a ll the a nalyses o f variance, gender and grade were the between-subjects 
facto rs and if appropriate, trials was the w ithin-subject fac to r. The dependent variab les 
were the performance measures, verbal protoco l ratings, and the move-selection 
scores. Across a ll the analyses, the only contrast effects that reached s ign ificance 
(p < .05) were main effects of age and tria ls ( ·ee Table 4 for Means, Standard 
Deviation, F-va lues, and p-values). Speak-span scores and ra tings of the verbal 
protocols increased with age w hile time to solution decreased wi th age. However. 
except fo r the age effect on solution time, ne ither WM capac ity nor age infl uenced 
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chi ldren 's performance. Therefore, the hypotheses that higher speak-span scores 
would correlate with improved puzzle performance and o lder children would learn the 
Balls and Boxes puzzle in fewer moves than younger children were not supported. 
Three replication hypotheses were supported. First, performance improved from the 
first to the second trial on all measures. Second, only two children were perfect on 
their second trial performance. Third, as was the case with adults in the Reber and 
Kotovsky's ( 1997) study, ch ildren performed at the chance level on the 
move-selection tests (see Table 4). 
Regression Analyses 
In the regression analyses, temporal sequence was used in selecting the predictor 
variables. Measures collected before a particular variable was assessed were used as 
predictors. For example, Age, Gender, Speak Span, Time I, Move I, Final I, Illegal I, 
and Reversal I were used to predict Verbal I ratings. If multiple R2 was significantly 
greater than chance, the influence of each predictor variable was assessed with all the 
other predictor variables partial led out. The regression analyses are summarized in 
Table 5. 
On Trial I , none of multiple R2s associated w ith the performance mea ures (Time 
I, Move I, Final I, Illegal I, and Reversal I) was significant. Thus, consistent with 
the conclusions draw based on linear correlation matrix, the factor analysis, and the 
analysis of variance, neither WM capacity nor age influenced children's performance 
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on their first solution. However, the multiple R2 associated with the verbal ratings on 
Trial I was significant as were the related partial correlation coefficients associated 
with Gender, Move I, Final I, and Illegal I (see Table 5). Boys were more likely to 
verbalize useful knowledge about the puzzle than girls. The larger number of the 
overall moves, the longer the final-path length and the fewer the number of illegal 
moves, the higher the verbal protocol ratings were on Trial I. The interpretation of 
these significant partial correlations is not clear. 
The distribution of Trial I verbal protocols is summarized in Table 6. Note that 
43.8% of the children failed to provide any relevant information, another 43.8% cou ld 
describe only one somewhat informative piece of information (e.g., "The leftmost ball 
was hard to get out" or "The rightmost box was always open"), and 12.5% of the 
chi ldren offered more than one informative statement (a rating of 3) or partial rule (a 
rating of 4). Therefore, simi lar to the data obtained with adults in Reber and 
Kotovsky's ( 1997) study, little knowledge of the puzzle was revealed in children 
verbal retrospective protocols after each solution. 
Although most children failed to provide much information about how to solve 
the problem, the first protocols were predictive of their second protocol ratings and all 
Trial 2 performance except for the final-path length on that trial (see Table 2 and Table 
5). Inspection of Table 7, the difference in Trial 2 performance of children with 
protocol ratings of I and 2 was particularly striking. It appears that minimal explicit 
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knowledge was an important aid to proble m solv ing on Trial 2. 
Comparison between Children and Adults from Reber and Kotovsky 's ( 1997) study 
Because s imilar procedures were employed '\ data obtained w ith children in the 
present study were compared with data with undergraduates in Reber and Kotovsky 's 
( 1997) Experiments I and 2. Inspection of Table 8 reveals substantial developmenta l 
change on several of the dependent variables. For instance, the undergraduates' mean 
final-path lengths were 18.0 (SO= 2 .8) and 17.3 (SO= 3.0) moves on Trials I and 2, 
respective ly, approaching the perfect score of 2 1 moves be tween the starting and goal 
states. In contrast, the childre n's mean final -path lengths were about ha lf the le ngth of 
the undergraduates, 7 .9 and I 0. I move on Tria l I and 2, respectively. The average 
diffe rence between the final -path length of the adults and childre n on Trial I, I 0 . 1 
moves, was greate r than 3 time the standard dev iation of the adult mean. Similarl y, 
the discrepancy on Trial 2, 7 .2 moves, was a lmost 2.5 times the tandard dev iation of 
the adult mean on that tria l. There fore, less sequential knowledge was obtained by 
children. Moreover, on average, the children needed 59 more moves to solve the 
puzzle than did the adults on Trial I. This diffe rence is greate r than 4 times the 
standard deviation of the adult mean. Similarly, the discre pa ncy in the number of 
moves made by childre n and adults in solv ing the puzzle on Trial 2 was 53, 
approx imate ly 6 time the standard dev iation o f the adult mean on that tria l. Therefore, 
the adults learned the puzzle with greate r e ffic ie ncy than did the childre n and the 
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probability that the children and adults were sampled from the same population is 
minute. 
S ince the adults in Rebe r a nd Kotovsky 's ( 1997) Experiments I and 2 were 
required to describe how they solved the puzzle only fo llowing the ir first solution, 
only Trial I protocol ratings we re compared. As can be seen in Table 9, the 
distributions o f the ra tings of the Trial 1 verba l pro tocols were s imilar: 87.6% of the 
children and 86.8% o f the adults obta ined a rating less than 3, l (3) = 4.97, p > .05 . 
There fore, the deve lopmenta l change in the percentage o f partic ipants who acquired 
explic it info rmatio n about the puzzle is unlike ly to account for the substantial 
di fferences in performance between children and adults. 
Discussion 
Learning 
The improved performance on the second trial replicates Reber and Kotovsky's 
( 1997) results and shows that c hi ldren acquired knowledge about the puzzle when 
solving it the f irst time. Among the I 0 c hildren who solved the puzzle in the fewest 
moves ( les than 24 moves) on Trial 2, one rece ived a rating o f 4, two a rating of 3 , 
fi ve a rating o f 2, and two a rating of I on the first trial verbal protocol. None o f these 
children described the bas ic rule (i.e., except fo r the rightmost ball , which can a lways 
move, a ball can be moved only when the ba ll immediate ly to the right is in its box 
and all othe r ba lls to the right a re out of their boxes), and only one child's protocol 
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would have been useful to a naive problem solver. Therefore, the statements given by 
these children retlect, at best, partial knowledge of the Balls and Boxes Puzzle. 
However, to show improvement in solv ing the puzzle, explici t knowledge is not 
necessary. 
There are four types o f information that could be learned about the puzzle: (a) the 
basic rule, (b) avoiding illegal moves, (c) avoiding reversal moves, and (d) the move 
sequence. First, if one knows the basic rule for the puzzle and the order to get the bal ls 
out, then it is poss ible to deduce the next correct move. None of the children described 
the basic rule and only five children referred to move order. 
Second, since illegal moves do not fac ilitate problem solution, el imination of such 
moves will reduce both time and moves to solution. As can be seen from the decrease 
of the proportion of illegal moves across trials ( i.e., from 7.9% to 4.0%), children 
learned to avoid such moves either explicitly or implicitly. A lthough only one girl 
referred to illegal moves in her protocols, it is likely that most children explici tl y 
acquired information about such moves from the instructions and did not con ider 
illegal moves to be worth mentioning. On the other hand, ome children may have 
implicitly learned to avoid illegal moves when they were occasionally reminded by 
the beeps produced by the computer following this type of error. In order to get a legal 
ball in or out of a box, children had to move the computer mouse to the corresponding 
bar under that box and click the left mouse button. Because the fi ve boxes were 
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connected and the childre n were c licking on the bar rapidly (see Table I 0), the 
ba llistic quality of the moves made it d ifficult to stop an illicit move once it had been 
initia ted . After practice, however, children may have implic itly learned to reduce 
" ballistic" errors. 
Third, a partic ipant who avoids reversa ls would achieve a reasonably e ffic ient 
solution. If one choose ra ndomly at the start state and never reverses the Ia t move, 
progress is guaranteed to e ither the goa I state in 2 1 moves or to the top of the proble m 
space, State 3 I, in I 0 move . A partic ipant who d irectly move to State 3 1 and then 
makes only the fo rced reversal would reach the goal state in a tota l of 4 1 moves. The 
substantia l decrease of rever al moves across tria ls ( i.e., from 3 7.5 to 2 1.6) shows that 
children acquired some knowledge about avoiding reversa ls. However, only 7 and II 
children mentio ned this information in their protocols on Trials I and 2, respect ively. 
Thus, most childre n were like ly to have learned to avo id reversals implic itly. 
Fourth, children 's inability to di fferentiate correct and incorrect moves on the 
move-selection test indicates that cues assoc iated with prior moves are used to solve 
the proble m. T he length o f the fina l-path increased signi ficantly across trials (i.e., 
from 7.9 1 to I 0 .08) and the numbe r of c hildren with final-path lengths greater than 20 
on Trial 2 was triple the numbe r on Tria l I ( i.e., 4 vs. 12). T hus, patterns of move 
sequence probably were learned and used to aid Trial 2 performance. The sequence of 
moves used to solve the puzzle errorlessly is highly patterned . For example, starting at 
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State 3 1, the move sequence 545 3 545 2 545 3 545 I 545 3 545 2 545 3 545 (spacing 
added for emphas is) ends at the goal. T herefore, some children were likely to learn 
part or a ll of the sequence explic itly. For instance, one s ixth-grade boy who solved the 
puzzle in I 50 moves with a protocol rat ing of 2 on Tria l I improved his performance 
to 2 1 moves on Trial 2 and described most o f the sequence fo llowing his erro rless 
pe rformance. M oreover, the first verbal reports of two boys, a fourth- and a 
sixth-grader, we re rated 4 and both boys appeared to have learned the puzzle explic itly. 
The fourth grader solved the puzzle in 23 moves on Trial 2 and described most of the 
move sequence in his Tria l I protocol prov id ing enough info rmation to he lp a naive 
partic ipant solve the problem. The s ixth grader, who solved the puzzle in 25 moves on 
Trial 2, described parts of the move sequence and the strategy of moving the rightmost 
two balls to get the o thers out of the boxes before the second solution. 
Explicit Learning 
It has been argued that verbal reports are thought to be insensitive measures of 
explicit learning (Perruchet & A morin , I 992; Shanks & St. John, 1994) because they 
do not tap low confidence knowledge (Berry & Dienes, 1993). In addition, it i 
poss ible that children misinterpret free reca ll instructions as requests to report only 
rules. Neverthe less, differences in verbal protocol ratings on Tria l I were predictive of 
Trial 2 performance, replicating the result Reber and Kotovsky ( I 997) obtai ned w ith 
adults. 
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Explic it learning might have occurred during the instructions, during the course of 
solving the puzzle on Trial I , and when children were required to verba lize relevant 
information about the puzzle. For example, cons ider "avoid- illegal moves." During 
the instructions, because illega l moves were explic itly demonstrated while the 
experimenter was reading the instruction to avo id such errors, most children were 
likely to gain re levant information and remember it throughout the experime nt. During 
problem solving, when a child made an illegal move, the computer beeped and 
presumably increased the probability of explicit learning and recall on Trial I. Finally, 
verbalization may change the way people use knowledge acquired earlier (Lane & 
Schooler, 2004). As a result, be fore making a verbal report, many of the children 
might not have been aware of the "avoid- illegal moves" knowledge. It is pas ible that 
at the moment they were required to verbal ize what had been learned, c hildren began 
to examine relevant information available in sho rt-term memory and generated 
explicit knowledge about avoiding illegal moves and other features of the puzzle. 
l111plicit Learning 
Implic it learning is characterized by behavioral sensitiv ity to the structure of the 
environment and the lack of awareness of this sens itivity (Berry & Die ne , 1993; 
Cleeremans, 1993; Cleeremans, 1997; Kirkhart, 200 I; Reber, 1993). It is distinguished 
from learning that occurs with concurre nt aware ne s (ex plici t learn ing). Reber and 
Kotovsky ( 1997) ba ed their conclus io ns that implic it learning occurred wi th the Balls 
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and Boxes puzzle on four findings. Firs t. partici pants were not ab le to specify how 
they had solved the puzzle in the writte n retrospective protocols afte r the first o lution 
(Experime nt I and 2). Second, partic ipa nts perfo rmed at chance level on the 
move-selection test (Experiments 2 and 3). T hird, almost all partic ipants made errors 
when solving the puzzle on Tria l 2. Fourth , whe n partic ipants were required to 
describe the ir thoughts about chao ing which balls to move during prob lem so lving, 
reportable strategies did not develop (Experiment 4). 
Move-selection te t, verba l re ports, and Trial 2 performance data were collected 
in the present expe riment and Reber and Kotovsky's ( 1997) findings were rep licated. 
Similar to the underg raduates in Experime nt 2 (Reber & Kotovsky, 1997), childre n 
fail ed to recognize correct moves fo r isolated states in the move-selection test, and 
presumably, did not acquire ex plic it knowledge about s ing le moves. 
With the exception of the two boys who received a Trial I protoco l rating of 4 , 
children were unable to describe how they had o lved the puzzle fo llowi ng Tria l I . 
More than ha lf the childre n obta ined a protocol rating of 2 o r 3 on that tria l which 
indicates that one or two features o f the problem space were correctly identi fied. 
However, these features had no functional va lue fo r a naive problem solver. The 
rema ining children (43 .8%) d id no t prov ide any re levant information in the ir Trial 
protocol , a lthough their performance a lso improved across tria ls . In short. children 
learned to solve the puzzle and improved across trials even though most of the ir verbal 
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protocols contained no useful information about how to solve the puzzle. Thus the 
o btained knowledge is unverba lized and presumably implic it. 
Similar to the undergraduates in Reber and Kotovsky 's study ( 1997), only a small 
number of childre n performed perfectly on Trial 2. Therefore, the knowledge obtained 
during the first solution, whether implicit or explicit, was not complete. Since most 
partic ipants explored the problem space again and were unable to describe useful 
information about solv ing the puzzle following Trial I , Reber and Kotovsky ( 1997) 
argued that the errorless moves at the end of the first trial did not reflect explicit 
knowledge and therefo re, the errors that occurred on Trial 2 indicated that the 
knowledge acquired on Trial I was incomplete and implicit. 
In summary, if the move-selection test, verbal reports, and errorless Trial 2 
performance are a ppropria te indices of explicit learning, then the chance level 
performance in the move-selectio n test, the low verba l protocol ratings, and the Trial 2 
errors showed that most children learned the Balls and Boxes puzzle either completely 
or partially implic itly. 
Can WM Capacity Influence Implicit Learning! 
Berry and Die nes ( 1993) and Reber ( 1993) suggested that implicit learning is 
re lative ly insens itive to the availability of attentional resources. Nissen and Bullemer 
( 1987) first invest igated this conjecture by comparing learning under single- and 
d ual-task conditions in the SRT task and showed that the secondary ta k had an 
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adverse effect on sequence learning. Several investigators followed up their fi ndings 
(e.g., Cohen et al., 1990; Frensch et al., 1998; Shanks & Channon, 2002; Shanks et al., 
2005) and found that performing a secondary task seems to interfere with implicit 
learning in the SRT task. 
Learning on the Balls and Boxes puzzle also consistently deteriorated as WM 
load increa ed, a sociated with a secondary task (Kotovsky & Simon, 1990; Reber & 
Kotovsky, 1997). Reber and Kotovsky ( 1997) used a secondary ta k in both learning 
and transfer stages. Consistent with Shanks and Chan non's result (2002), the 
imposition of the dual task interfered with learning but did not affect transfer. In the 
present study, in order to examine whether test-defined WM capacity also would 
affect implicit learning, the performance of children who differed in speak-span scores 
were compared on the Balls and Boxes puzzle. Surprisingly, the wide range of 
speak-span scores (i.e., from I to 6) did not correlate with performance measures on 
either the learning or transfer trial. 
Stadler ( 1995) provided an explanation that might account for the different effects 
of test-defined and manipulated working memory on implicit learning. He assumed 
that if the participants attended to the sequence, associations between successiv 
stimuli are formed, strengthened, and stored automatically. Cowan, Saults, and Ellion 
(2002) al o claimed that sequential associations form each time the participant focu e 
on the parts of the sequence appearing on the screen. Stadler ( 1995) distinguished two 
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dime nsions of attention: the control of a tte ntion ( i.e., the sw itching of atte ntion among 
di ffe rent tasks) and the capac ity of atte ntion (i.e., number of task. that can be 
simulta neous ly attended to). He c laimed that the shifts o f attent ion, not capacity, 
caused by the secondary task interfere w ith sequential organization. Thus. without any 
di tractions, pa rtic ipa nts atte nd to the sequence, form sequentia l associations 
automatically. and do not need to re ly o n W M. [n contrast. whe n a secondary task is 
added, participants shi ft the ir a ttentio n between tasks which interferes w ith the 
developme nt o f sequentia l associatio ns in the primary task. 
Reber and Kotovsky 's ( 1997) required partic ipants to li sten to an audiotape that 
cons isted of a tream of le tter a nd to re member the mo t recently presented one, two, 
or three le tte rs. Stadler ( 1995) would argue that the dual-task causes shi fts o f attention 
between fo rming sequential assoc iations in the primary task and updat ing the most 
recent le tte r in the conc urrent secondary task. Since the lette rs appeared at the arne 
ra te across the three me mory-load grou ps, d i ruption of the seque ntial o rganization 
would be equivale nt across conditions. However, solution time inc reased with 
me mory load , suggesting that s imple task switching cannot account for the data. 
Con istent with Shanks et a l's (2005) fi nding , attentional capaci ty was shown to be 
necessary to pe rfo rm the secondary task. 
In the present study, no secondary task was used . C hild ren's speak-span scores 
did not corre la te w ith pe rforma nce measures or verbal protocol ratings. Therefore, if 
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the speak-span task i an appro priate assessment o f children 's WM capac ity, it appears 
that in the absence of a secondary task, WM does not a ffect learning or transfer in the 
Ba lls and Boxes puzzle. It appears that sequentia l assoc iations fo rm automatically 
when partic ipants attend to the stimuli in implic it learning tasks. 
Can Age Influence Implicit Learning? 
The hypothesized cognitive hardwa re required for implic it processing ( i.e., basal 
ganglia structures) is available a t birth a nd predates the development of the structures 
required for consc ious aware ness ( i.e ., prefronta l cortex syste m) which gradually 
becomes available deve lopmentally (Reber, Gite lman, Parri sh, & Mesulam, 2003; 
Seger, 1994; Keele, lvry, Mayr, Hazeltine, & He uer, 2003; D ienes, Broadbent, & 
Berry, 199 1 ). Therefore, Reber ( 1992, 1993) claimed implic it learning shou ld be 
insensitive to deve lopmental changes in contrast to age-dependent explicit learning 
(Siegler, 1998). 
As can be seen in Table 4, data consistent w ith Reber 's age-independent 
assumption were obta ined in the c urrent study. With the exception of time to solution 
and the verba l protocol ratings, no signi ficant di ffere nces in perfo rmance as a fu nction 
of age were found on e ither tria l. T he substantia l differences in time to solut ion were 
no t surpris ing. Ka il ( 199 1, 1993) reviewed speed o f processi ng stud ies on speeded 
tasks and found that response time negati ve ly corre lated with age during childhood. 
Inspection of Table 6 reveals that a lthough the mean verbal protocol ratings of s ixth 
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graders was higher than fourth graders on both trials, only one sixth-grader and one 
fourth-grader obtained a rating of 4, a value which re flects use ful explic it information. 
Thus, the acquisition of useful explic it information was probably age-invariant. 
Besides the exception of time to solution and the verbal protocol ratings. the 
remaining performance measure indicate that implicit learning occurred at about the 
same rate in both grades. This age-invariant re ult is consistent with findings reported 
in other studies in which the implicit learning of 4 to II year-old children was 
compared (e.g., Healy, 2003; Meulemans & Van der Linden, 1998; Thomas & Nelson, 
2001). 
In contrast. when data obta ined with children in the current study were compared 
with that of the undergraduates in Reber and Kotovk y's ( 1997) Experiments I and 2, 
substantial age diffe rences were found. Each of the fo llowing three hypotheses may 
account for the age- invariant data obtained from fourth- and sixth-graders and the 
age-dependent results obta ined by comparing the children in the present study with the 
adults in Reber ct a!. 's ( 1997) study. First, the age di ffe rence between forth and sixth 
graders might be too constrained. It may be necessary to sample a wider age range to 
find developmental changes in implic it learning. Second, it may be that age-invariant 
implicit learning reflects that the relevant knowledge base is stable across the age 
range studied. Age-dependent implic it learning may be dependent on changes in the 
relevant knowledge base (see Murphy, McKone, & Slee, 2003). Third, the rate of 
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implicit learning might be stage-dependent, mirroring Piaget's stages in cognitive 
development. If so, ev idence consistent with Reber's age-invariance hypothesi would 
only be obtained in constrained periods of development. 
Conclusions 
Data obtained with children in the present study replicated several of the key 
findings obtained by Reber and Kotovsky ( 1997) with college students. Performance 
of both children and adults improve across trials on the Balls and Boxes puzzle. Most 
of what they learn is implicit a I ittle useful information appears in verbal protocols. 
performance is at chance level on the move-selection test, and enors are made when 
they resolve the puzzle. 
Since the speak-span test, an explic it index, did not correlate with performance 
measures on Trials I and 2 in the Balls and Boxes puzzle, it appears that individual 
differences in WM are umelated to implic it learning in this task . This finding is 
consistent with Cowan et al. 's (2002) assumption that sequential associations usually 
form automaticall y when participants attend to the stimuli in implicit tasks. 
Consistent with the data reported in implic it learning studies involving ch ildren 
from 4 to II yeas of age (e.g. , Healy, 2003; Meulemans & Van Linden, 1998; Thomas 
& Nelson, 200 I), implic it learning occurred at about the same rate in fourth- and 
sixth-graders in the present study. However, substantial developmental differences in 
implicit learning appear when the performance of younger adults is compared to that 
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of middle-age children on the Balls and Boxes puzzle. [ f these striking age differences 
can be replicated in other implicit tasks, then Reber's age- invariance hypothesis would 
only be applicable in constrained periods of development. 
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Footnote 
a. There were four WM load groups in Reber and Kotovsky's ( 1997) Experiments I 
and 2. Participants in the no load condition were not required to perform a secondary 
task and experienced the same procedure as did the children in the current study. Since 
WM load interfered with learning in the three load groups, the differences between the 
performance of the children in the present study and adults in Reber and Kotovsky's 
( 1997) study was reduced by combining the data of the no load and load groups. 
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(a) Chinese Ring Puzzle 
(b) No-Info digital isomorph 
0 00 
IOI IOI 
(c) Lo- [n fo digital isomorph 
00 
IOIOI,----,01 I I 
Figure I . The Chinese Ring puzzle (a) and two digital isomorphs, No-Info (b) and 
Lo- ln fo (c). 
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Figure 2. Initial appearance of the Balls and Boxes Puzzle. 
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Figure 3. The problem space of the Balls and Boxes puzzle. 
Each state is shown with the state number underneath. The problem space is I inear, 
so that states with consecutive numbers are connected in the problem space (e.g., 
from State 2 1, it is possible to move to States 22 or 20 but no others). 
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Table I . Words Presented in the Speak-Span Task 
adult Africa a irplane · alcoholic animal 
art astronaut basketball beach blind 
body Canada carpenter cavemen centimeter 
chair change chipmunks complain cone 
cub diamonds different dinosaurs do llar 
driftwood earth eat elephant excuse 
exercise famous fat feeling flowers 
food forest fo s il gee e gi lls 
glass gold grown-ups healthy hibernate 
history hobby hockey hole hot 
hungry hunting iron jungle kitten 
large learn list ning lungs medicine 
messy migration mistake money Mount-Everest 
mouse museum mus ic Monday nest 
nOISe Ontario painting park picture 
planet plants poi on Prime-Mini ter prov ince 
sad school sea. on secret serious 
shiver silence size snake snowflakes 
spider stars stea l stomach stories 
storm strange summer safe team 
temper tiny Toronto tough wa llet 
whales winter worm year zoo 
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Table 2. Correlation Matrix 
Gender Month' SP Tl Ml II Rl Fl VI T2 M1 12 R1 F2 V1 MS 
Gend~r 1.000 
Month' -.071 I.CXXJ 
SP .007 .2J2* 1.000 
Tl .Cl9X -.201* -.OR4 1.000 
Ml .(~4 .. cnx .060 .832** 1.mo 
II · .028 -. 105 .0 12 .521** .715** I.CXJO 
Rl .036 -. IO.J -.001 .693*** .903*** .732*** IJXJO 
Fl . 145 -.013 ·.CHI · .0 12 -.0 12 -.105* -.108 1.000 
VI -.170 .J<~·· .173 -.084 .022 -.208* .077 .275** IJXXJ 
T2 .076 -.170 ·.074 .097 -.017 .020 .mo . .()9 1 ·.394** IJXJO 
M2 .013 -. 114 .022 .007 .052 .09R .ORO . _()92 -.330** .889***-5 I.<XlO 
12 -.073 · . 134 .(J06 -.082 -.050 .190 .CXJ4 -.219* -.227* .594** .liR6** I.IX>O 
R2 .o76 . 130 .071 .034 .023 . 139 .()<)J -. 154 -.3!i3*** .HOS*** .KR I *** .531 *** I.IXXJ 
1'2 .053 .04fl -.009 .306** .154 -.099 .()()9 . IX8 .(XJI -.01 1 ·. 149 -.253* -.225* 1.000 
v~ 
-. 125 .26ti•* .154 · .114 .013 -.204* .044 .234* .613**• -.479** -.3!ill** -.306** . ..J()9'** .(J65 1.000 
1\lS 045 067 1.)3 171 JSK ().)7 1.)7 . ()?6 158 . cno . ().j5 . 153 036 031 017 I O!Xl 
Note. SP=Speak Span Task, T !=Time I, T 2=Time 2, M I =Move I, M 2=Move 2, V I =Verbal I, V 2=Verbal 2, MS=Move-Selection, I I =Illegal I , I 
2=lllegal 2, R I = Reversal I, R 2 = Reversal 2, and F I =Final I, F 2= Final 2. * p < .05; ** p < .0 I; *** p < .00 I (2-tailed). 
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Table 3. Component Matrix for the Factor Analysis 
Month 
Sneak-soan Score 
Time I 
Time 2 
Move I 
Move 2 
llle!!a l I 
llleral 2 
Reversal I 
Reversal 2 
Final I 
Final2 
Verhal I 
Verhal 2 
Trial I lnckx 
m~ 
-.OOfi 
.019 
.R37 
-.2fi3 
.9:lfi 
-.243 
.711 
-.247 
.Rfi9 
-.2:10 
-.05(i 
.22R 
.OR! 
.151 
")2") 
lnmnonr nl 
Tria l 'J Index 
OR? 
-.320 
-.ORR 
.2-ll 
.R33 
.22R 
.R50 
.40fi 
.fiRS 
.3 12 
.R2fi 
-.302 
-.180 
-.fi30 
-.fi73 
- 089 
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Exolicir I earninr Index 
- ':>4) 
.518 
. .'iR7 
-.LD 
. 11.1 
. 1-lO 
.308 
.059 
.270 
.113 
.285 
-.OR5 
-.2fi2 
.5.35 
.424 
' 9 1 
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Table 4. Means, Standard Deviations, F-values, and p-values associated with the Main Effect of Grade and Trials 
Grade 4 Grade 6 F (I, 92) p Trial I Trial2 F ( I, 92) p 
o. of total moves 135.49 (106.01) 121.06 (89.58) 1.05 NS 153.83 (99.80) 102.72 (89.93) 14.28 <.001 
Time to solution 299.02 (23 1.40) 2 18.81 ( 188.59) 7 .75 <.0 1 338.39 (225.47) 179.45 ( 169.59) 32.60 <.001 
Final-path 8.82 (6.04) 9. 17 (6.4 1) 0.13 NS 7.9 1 (5.57) 10.08 (6.66) 7.25 <.01 
Verbal protocol 1.66 (0.77) 2. 19 (0.87) 14.36 <.001 1.71 (0.74) 2.14 (0.92) 30.56 <.001 
No. of illegal move 10.65 (16.78) 6.96 (7.65) 3.47 NS 12.31 (13.58) 5.29 ( 11.73) 17.57 <.001 
No. of reversals 32.99 (34.79) 26.07 (24. 1 0) 2.54 NS 37.45 (35.62) 2 1 .61 (20.49) 15.03 <.001 
Speak-Span 2.78 (0.53) 3.19 (0.95) 6.60 <.05 
Move-Selection 49.3% (17 .2%) 48.8% (18.7 <"k) 0.02 NS 
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Table 5. Regress ion Analyses 
Predicted Variable~ Predictor~ R! df F p Significant partial correlation coefficient 
Tim<' I SPr I 00.:19 11. 9?\ I 'iR () ?00 lA 
Move I Set I O.OOR 13.921 0.25 O.Rt.3 lA 
Final I Set I 0.02 1 n. 921 O.lili 0.'177 NIA 
l l le!!al I Set I 0.0 14 13.921 0.42 0.731i NIA 
Rever~al I Set I 0.012 13. 92) 0.3R 0.71iR lA 
Verbal I Set3 0.29-1 IR. R71 4.52 0.000 Gender* . Move I *- Final I* llleQa l I * 
Time 2 Set2 O. IRO 19. X61 2.10 o.mx Verbal I ** 
Move 2 Set 2 0. 1-12 19. Rli1 1.5R 0.131i lA 
Final2 Set 2 0.2.:17 19. Rli1 3.13 O.Oo:l Time I * 
ll lel!al 2 Set 2 0.154 19. R61 1.7-1 0.092 NIA 
Reversa l 2 Sct2 0. 191i 19. Rli1 2.33 0.02 1 Verba l I ** 
Verbal 2 Set 2 0.41X 19. Rlil li.R7 0.000 Verbal I *** 
Moye.Sclrrlion Sri ? 0098 19 861 104 0414 NIA 
Set I: Gender, Age, and Speak Span; Set 2: Set I plus Verbal I, Time I , Move 1, Final I, Illegal I, and Reversal I ; 
Set 3: Se t I plus T ime I, Move I , Final! , Illegal I, and Rever alI. 
* p < .05; ** p < .0 I ; *** p < .00 I (2-tailed). 
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Table 6. Frequency and Percentage of Different Levels of Protocol Rating for both Grade on both Trials. 
Verbal I Yerbal2 
Protocol Rating Grade 4 Grade 6 Total Percent Grade 4 Grade 6 Total Percent 
29 13 42 43.8 19 6 25 26.0 
2 16 26 42 43.8 19 22 41 42.7 
3 2 8 10 10.4 9 17 26 27.1 
4 2 2.1 3 4 4.2 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ote. Protocol ratings range 1-5. Higher numbers indicate a protocol with more information about how to solve the Balls and Boxes puzzle. 
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Table 7. Retrospective Protoco l Rating and Corresponding Means and SD of Second Tria l Perfo rmance 
Protocol rating after Trial I o. of children Move2 Time2 lllegal 2 Rever al 2 Yerba12 
42 137 ( Ill ) 261 (207) 8.7 ( 16.8) 30.9 (23.9) 1.5 (0.7) 
2 42 79 (60) 121 (97) 2.6 (3 .2) 15.2 ( 14 .2) 2.4 (0.5) 
3 10 71 (49) 11 3 (93) 3.2 (4.4) 13.5 (12.3) 3. 1 (0.3) 
4 2 24 (1) 25 (2) 0 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 
Table 8. Means and Standard Deviations of obtained Scores from Children in the present Study and Undergraduate Adul ts in Reber and Kotovsky's 
( 1997) Study. 
Group No. of children Move I Time I (s) Move 2 Time 2 (s) Fina l I Final 2 Move-Selection 
Children 96 154 (100) 339 (225) 103 (90) 179 ( 170) 7.9 (5 .6) 10.1 (6.7) 49% ( 17%) 
Adults 14 94 (12) 192 (39) 49 (9) 82 (23) 18.0 (2.8) 17.3 (3 .0) 55% (3.3%) 
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Table 9 . Frequency and Percentage of Di fferent Levels of Protocol Rating fo r Children and Adults on Trial I 
Protocol Rating 
Note: 
a. Averaged across grades; 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Children a 
42 
42 
10 
2 
0 
Percent Adul ts b 
43.8 43 
43 .8 23 
10.4 6 
2.1 4 
0 0 
b. Experiment I o f Reber and Kotovsky ( 1997), compile across memory load conditions; 
Percent c 
56.6 
30.3 
7.9 
5.2 
0 
c . Since the meaning of the rating of 1.5, 2.5, 3 .5, and 4 .5 was not specified in Reber and Kotovsky' s paper, the protocol ratings of I and 1.5 were 
combined to a rating of l and etc . 
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Table I 0. Mean time on Each Move for Grade 4 and Grade 6 on both Trials 
Grade 4 
Grade 6 
Trial I (s) 
2.44 
1.95 
Trial 2 (s) 
1.89 
1.57 
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